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Noma Thermostat Thm501 Guide to download for free 5.8/10 6757votesDownload 1 Noma Thermostat PDF guide. User manuals, Noma Thermostat operating manuals, and service manuals. The guide that came with the unit will explain the meaning of the flashing icon. Must be in a stable condition. Separate heat/cooling programs with built-in protection for
the compressor air conditioning display and the setting of temperature in the C or F Interface with heating or air conditioning systems for automatic temperature control THM301M - This thermostat requires two AA-sized batteries (included) to work. Make sure the batteries A) THERMO ATTACHSTAT B) ATTACH COVER are installed. Key Descriptions Back-
Cover BACK-Cover LCD DISPLAY AHEAD PROGRAM SET SET CLOCK DOWN BACK FAN CONTROL RESET CURRENT HEAT/COOL CONTROL LCD DISPLAY HE AT Temperature COOL WEEKDAY HOLD Program 2 Program 3 AM/PM Mode Program 4 Hour/Minute Setting Time and Press Day SET SET TO start setting the time. Programs This
thermostat is equipped with separate programming for weekdays and weekends, with four programs each. Kawasaki Kx 125 Parts Guide download more. Program 1: This is usually the morning when you may prefer a warmer temperature. Program 2: This is an energy-saving mode, while you are away from home. The option can be adjusted to minimize
energy consumption. Download the free 1995 Volkswagen Golf Iii Repair Guide. Connecting wires to the Terminals Heating Wall Program Back-Cover Through the Hole Slide System switch to the HEAT position and press the PROGRAM key once, P1 and SET characters will be displayed on the display. The MO to FR symbol is displayed with the weekday
program. The Cooling Program Replacement Old Thermostat Slide System switch to a COOL position and repeat programming as you would for Note: Don't operate a cooling system when the external temperature is below 10 C (50 F) to avoid the ' Click both AHEAD and BACK keys together at the same time to change the display time from 12 Typically, low
voltage control equipment is compatible with the THM301M thermostat. For a watch format up to a 24-hour format (e.g. 8 p.m. / 8 p.m.) and vice versa. Reset the THM301M installation manual If the thermostat shows a abnormal display or if you want to clean all existing programs, use the installation specified object to press the 'R' key. Time and programs
should be installed again after Reset.Product THM301M: I turned off the heat when I went on vacation for 6 days. When I got back, my display blinked at 64.5 degrees and clicking Prog or Disp lay or Curr ent did nothing to stop the display from blinking. I pushed the RKU away; Button and display disappear d. Never These These The button will finally pop
back to its original position, but the display has been empty for more than 24 hours. I can turn the heat on and off, but nothing works like previously programmed. How do I return the display to check the programs and edit them if necessary? Ne ed your help, please. Download the free Claas Mercur Workshop Guide more. Maytag Mzd2766 Manual download
free. Thank you Pamela Macewen On Nov 28, 2017 12:26. Einige Word-Funktionen koennen in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Anderungen Anzeigen Installation Wire Control to Control the Moisturiser If a moisturiser is required, The two wires connecting the original humidistat must be connected to two
terminals marked 'H1' The original Huministat must be removed or installed on the 'OFF' position. Noted: 2 'H1' and 'H2' control terminals are electrically insulated from Heat/Cool terminals. 30Humidistat must be OFF or disabled Page 2 Connecting wires to terminals Connect previously marked wires to the relevant terminals corresponding to the
designations. Use a screwdriver to secure the wires on the terminals. Make sure the wires are not short circuited with other terminals. Depending on your heating/cooling equipment, you may need to connect 2 to 8 wires to the thermostat. If you have two 'R' wires, connect each wire to the corresponding terminal and remove the JUMPER between the RC and
RH terminals. If you have a 'C' wire, connect it to terminal 'C'. This allows the thermalstat to rely on the supply of 24 V, coming from the wall. This external power source will extend the lifespan of the AA batteries that are needed to operate the thermostat. If you're unsure about connections or new installations, you can refer to the posting charts on the next
page. WallThrough HoleWallWiresBack coverBack coverTerminals28 Page 3 Zoom on the previous page 1/34 Next page 2-WIRE HEATINGWiring Chart3-HEATING 4-WIRE HEATING/COOLING5-WIRE HEATING/COOLING 29 Page 4INLING THESTAL AND SELECTING THE DISPLAY IN C or F-31Inst0 as noted. The LCD screen will immediately show
room temperature. Now you have to perform HARD RESET to install a thermostat in the default settings. Pull the back cover from the thermostat from each other to remove the back cover. DO NOT try to peep open with a screwdriver. Turn over the open access lid. Battery compartment - insert 2 AA sizebatteries as marked. RESET (R) keyXS'I'AAA To
perform HARD reset and pick C or F, first press and hold the LOCK key. Holding the LOCK key, press and release the RESET (R) button above the compartment on my back. The LCD screen will be empty for a moment. After how appears and then release the LOCK key. To choose F, quickly press UP or DOWN while the temperature display is still flashing.
For the KK, don't press the buttons and wait until the display temperature stops blinking. NOTE: It's very IMPORTANT you choose the desired choice by Celsius (KK) or Fahrenheit (F) before you start the clock and program setup, as it is a one-off installation process. The temperature scale (KK or KK) cannot be changed afterwards unless you perform
another HARD RESET on the thermostat. LOCKkeyPage 5Limited 5-year Repair Guarantee32 Joining the body thermostat on the back cover (which is already mounted on the wall), carefully aligning the two parts and pressing firmly until they snap together. Attach the thermostat to the back cover This product carries a repair guarantee for five (5) years of
defects in work and materials. At its discretion, UPM agrees to repair or replace any defective part (s) free of charge within the stated warranty period, when it will be returned by the original buyer with proof of purchase. This product is not guaranteed from wear or tear due to misuse and/or abuse. If the product is faulty, i) return it, with dated proof of
purchase, to the retailer from whom you purchased it, or (ii) to pack it carefully, along with dated proof of purchase and a brief description of the fault, and send it, postal prepaid, to the following address: UPM Marketing Inc.Return GoodsUnit 10B - 250 Shields CourtMarkham, OntarioL 3R 9W7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 33 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35
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